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Barns for protection from the  

weather and theft.  



Old cattle barn at A&M houses 2 Gators, water tank, 

sprayer, little tractor, shaker, harvester, cleaner, and  

four tractors.  



Electricity, air compressor, ice box, and more are good. 



A&M Chemical Shed was destroyed by tornado. 



Tornado up-rooted 60 year old Stuart pecan trees. 



New chemical barn is built using corral boards with  

4x4 studs 



Built in Summer 2012 for $10 sq foot with double  

insulated 4x12 chemical storage 4 foot above ground. 

Barn size is 24x48 feet.   



2018 with inside storage for small equipment; Gator, Lawn  

Mower, Herbicide Rig, and side port for Small Tractor /Mower,  

Little trailer, etc. 



Concrete floor was added after the barn was built. 



After major theft problems;  

covers were put on locks. 



Difficult to cut with torch or bolt cutter. 

Covers are now on all gates and barns. 



Chain Saws are used for pruning and tree thinning. 



2 small saws 

1 Farm Boss 

1 Extra Large 



Big chain saw is needed to remove stomps at the ground. 



Removing mature Stuart and Mahan trees  

is difficult and dangerous. 



Solo Back Pack is first 

sprayer needed for  

herbicides.  Fit with 

TeeJet Nozzle Tips 

8002 or 8004. 

One pump per step 

keeps pressure at 

20 psi. 



Small sprayer with lawn mower for young  

tree zinc + nitrogen sprays every week. 

We now use the small tractor for herbicides 

with Cruse Control at 2 mph. 

Pump can be piston, roller, gear, or centrifugal. 



ATV are important for many jobs, hauling pruning wood,  

checking casebearers, irrigation system, or just looking. 

We have had 2 stolen; this is our number 4 rig, $6,400.  



ATV are too fast for good herbicide application;  

best speed is 2 mph.  



Battery powder pumps are 

perfect for glyphosate and other 

herbicides, one charge is good  

for a full day of work.  



Hal Berdoll was first to use the mower to apply herbicides 

using cruse control for 2 mph speed.  



Water tanks are needed for young trees without irrigation. 



Lockwood tank, 500 gallons, stainless 

steel, and water pump.  



Flow line is mounted in front of the tractor for  

easy view. 



HONDA engine and pump is less expensive than a pump along 

and it comes in a ready to go unit.  This is a 2 inch pump. 



Off / On valve is inline attached to the tractor fender; 

easy to use in full view of water flow.  



PTO  Air Blast Sprayer can work well. 



Large trees 60 foot wide and 60 foot tall are hard 

to cover and every pecan and every leaf needs to 

be sprayed. 



Tractor speed needs 

to be 2 mph.   

Large trees need to be circled 2 times for complete coverage. 



Speed Sprayer can go 4 mph with good coverage due to self 

propelled diesel engine and small trees can be sprayed left and 

right at the same time.  But they are expensive. 



Hand gun sprayers are great for small orchards or when trees  

are young. 



3 point hitch 

Hand gun sprayer 

$2,300 



Roller pump with 300 psi and 21 gpm. 



Aggie HORT class with 1940’s sprayer with wood tank. 

Dr. Benton Storey is on the right. 



10 foot mower and pre 1996 tractor; 100 hp, old but runs good. 



Small 30 hp tractor with 

6 foot mower. 



High quality flail more for short clean cuts; 13 foot with 

100 hp tractor. Price new $13,000.   



Shallow cultivator for irrigated west with 100 hp tractor. 



 

Double axil utility trailer; 16 foot with many uses.   



Small trailer used with ATV with many 

uses. Custom tail gate for loading small 

equipment. 



 

Liquid nitrogen trailer; 65 gallon, home made. 



Liquid fertilizer applicator made from old sprayer. 



Old sprayer pipes are easy to convert to a fertilizer rig. 



Harbor Freight water pump is fitted to move the fertilizer from 

tank to orchard floor. 



PVC pipe is the boom, with 3-16” holes every  

14 inches, and wire in the hole reduces collage. 

Boom is 8 foot wide to use on FM road. 



The PVC boom is hit with a stick to correct collage.  By pass 

valve is used to adjust the pressure and flow rate.  Rig is pulled 

with a pickup at 3 to 4 mph and deliver 10 gallons of liquid 

fertilizer per acre. 



PTO trunk shaker is used to vibrate 

nuts off the tree for crop load management in late July  

and harvest.  

48 inch model 

Cover is over the cab. 



Mechanical harvester uses rubber fingers to sweep nuts 

into harvester.  This large and a smaller model are available. 



Auger moves nuts into the hopper at  

at the right. A good crew can harvest 

up to six acres a day. 



Nuts are dumped into cleaner when hopper is full. 



Pecan cleaner removes pops 

with air leg and bad nuts are 

removed on the inspection 

         table by one to 4 people 

               depending on the 

               speed of operation.  #2 pecans can be caught in 

a trailer and sent back through 

the cleaner. 



Clean pecans are fed into 50 lb plastic mesh bags and  

     then dried in front 

     of large fans. 



Harvesting can be hard work, especially when it is very cold with 

a strong wind out of the north.  This is a 3,000 lb + load ready to  

      to be dried. 



Every orchard will need a pickup truck. 



The brand of tractor or equipment should be 

from the company which can best repair the 

equipment.  The repair shop should be  

as close as possible. 



The A&M Pecan Orchard wants to thank Mr. Wiley Hatcher for 

      his generous support. 



The Salopek Foundation support of the A&M Pecan Orchard  

is also greatly appreciated. 



Ben and Jim Anthony have also supported the A&M 

Pecan Orchard through their value added chocolate 

pecan services which we sincerely appreciate.  


